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Let Corn be the group ring of a cyclic group r,, of order p”+ ’ (p an odd 
prime) over the ring of integers 0 in a quadratic number field k (unramilied 
at p). Further let cl(cOr,,) denote the locally free class group of Or,. It is 
known that this group is mapped surjectively onto the class group cl(m) of 
the maximal order. cl(m) is the product of the ideal class groups of the 
fields occuring in the decomposition of kT, and we regard them as known. 
One is thus interested in the kernel group D(OT,,) of the map 
cl(OT) + cl(m), and it is this group for II = 1 that concerns us here. Using 
Cartesian diagrams and Mayer-Vietoris exact sequences for class groups we 
reduce the calculations of D(LoY,) to a number theoretic problem involving 
certain unit groups. We show that ID(Qr,)[ has a large p part which is 
minimal when p does not divide the class number h of k(<,), co being a 
primitive pth root of unity. In this connection we prove that if (p, h) = 1 
then ID(6Jri)l =O(Or,)l, where for k real, G? is v~,~P~-‘, and for k 
imaginary, Q is vkPpP- 3. The p prime part of v~,~ is commensurate with 
IS(Or,)l and its p ‘part is at most p. 
(1.1) Notation: 
p an odd prime number; 
r,, a cyclic group of order p” + ‘; 
5, primitive p n+ ‘th root of unity; 
[, primitive mth root of unity; 
A,=&- 1; 
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@‘,(A-) = x;;:>l’ the p n + ’ th cyclotomic polynomial; 
k = Q(G), da square-free integer prime to p; 
o = ok the ring of integers in k; 
K,, = k(l,); 0, the ring of algebraic integers in K, ; 
cl(K,) the ideal class group of K,,; h, the class number of K,; 
A A = u[X]; W= 
@co-) @l(x); 
F,=Z. 
PZ 
We now choose a generator y1 for rl. The map X+ y 1 induces 
isomorphisms: 
(1.2) 
we have (Xp’-- 1) = (X- 1) QO(X) @r(X) and the factors X- 1, @JX) and 
@r(X) are pairwise coprime. The Chinese remainder theorem then gives the 
isomorphism 
M-U kCx1 kCx1 kCJ-1 
(iv’- 1)7(x--1)x(p,ox~’ 
which together with (1.2) gives: 
kT,=kxK,xK,. (1.3) 
This in turn induces an injection 
ur,+oxo()xo,. (1.4) 
The ring o x 0, x 0, is the unique maximal order in kT,. Hence (1.4) 
induces a surjective map 
Cl(DT,) + cl(o) x cl(0,) x cl(O). (1.5) 
Write D(oT,) for the kernel of this map. The groups cl(o), cl(0,) and 
cl(0,) are the ordinary ideal class groups of the fields k, K,, and K1, respec- 
tively, and we regard them as known. So we concentrate on the calculation 
of D(0T,). 
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2. THE KERNEL GROUP D(o~ 1) 
First, we describe UT, in terms of a fibre diagram. Let Z= (X- 1) /1 and 
J= GO(X) @i(X) /1. Then In J= (P- 1). Also we have the congruence 
Q,,(X) Q,(X) =p’(mod(X- 1) A). Therefore Z+ J is generated as an ideal 
of /i by (X- 1) and p2. Now in the libre diagram 
A A 
7 --+ Z+J 
we have 
A A A 
-=-NOZ, and -= 
A u 
ZnJ (X-l) Z+ J ((X- l),p’)=&. 
The above therefore reduces to the following libre diagram: 
UT, - a 
ill ” 1 f2 
The Mayer-Vietoris sequence attached to this diagram (see [9]) gives the 
exact sequence 
But j,(~ x ) ~j,(a x ) and hence the above reduces to the following exact 
sequence which describe D(oT,): 
(P) 
x 
1 -j,(WX)+ 2 + D(UTl) -+ D(B) + 1. (2.1) 
It is clear from the above that to obtain information about D(oZ1), one 
should study D(a) and the cokernel of the map j,: W x + (o/p20) y. 
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THE KERNEL GROUP D(9) 
The first step is to describe R in terms of a fibre diagram. In the libre 
diagram 
A A 
@,An@,A + @,A 
1 1 
A A 
@OA + @,A+QP,A 
we have A/@,,A-O,, A/@lA-O, and A/(~oAn~lA)=A/~,~,A=a. 
Also the congruence @i(X) =p(mod @,-JX) A) induces an isomorphism 
A/( Q0 A + @, A) = A/( p, @,,) N O,,/pO,. Hence the following libre diagram: 
w ‘1, 0, 
4 
I 1 
j2 
0, - 0, 
ii PO,’ 
(2.2) 
The Mayer-Vietoris sequence attached to this diagram gives the exact 
sequence 
1+o,“xo;+ % 
6) 
x 
+ D(a) -+ D(0,) x D(0,) + 1. 
0 
The rings O. and 0, are the maximal orders in K, and K,, respectively. 
Hence D(0,) = D(0,) = 1 and the above reduces to the following exact 
sequence: 
1-*o,“xo;+ A!- c > 
x 
PO0 
-D(B)+ 1. 
(2.4) THEOREM. With the maps inducedfrom diagram (2.2), the sequence 
1 -+j,(o)x + 2 
(P) 
x 
+D(9)+ 1 
0 
is exact. Thus 
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We will give the proof after we have established some preliminary results. 
We can give a more explicit description of D(W) later on (see Sect. 3). 
We regard F, and F; as Z-modules, and let the symmetric group S, act 
on q by permuting the coordinates. We define the following inner product 
on F;, 
(x,Y)’ f xiYi, 
i= 1 
where x = (x, ,..., x,,) and y = (y, ,..., y,). It is easy to see that 
(xc-’ 9y>= (x3.Y) for all fry S,. 
For XEF;, let TX= (GES~:X~=X}. TX is then a subgroup of S,,. Write 
T.x\S, for the set of right cosets of T, in S,. For (r E S,, let 5 denote the 
right coset T,o. It is easy to see that the map !PX: T,\S, + Fp given by 
yl,(a) = ((i ,..., p)g-‘, (x1 ,..., q) 
is well defined. 
(2.5) LEMMA. Let 
X= (xl,..., xp) E F;. 
(I) IfCp=, xi # 0 then Y, is surjectiue and 1 Y;‘(a) I= 1 Y;‘(b)\ for 
all a and b in Fp. 
(II) IfCpzlxi=O then IY;‘(a)l=jY;‘(b)l for aZZa,bEFpX. 
(III) Zf C;= 1 xi = 0 and T, # S, then 1 Y; ‘(a)1 E I Y;‘(b)1 (mod p), 
for all a, b E Fp. 
ProoJ Let s = Cp= I xi and a, b E Fp with a #b. Choose t E Z such that 
ts=b-a. Define a map 8,,: Y;‘(a)-+Y;‘(b) by 8,,(a)=r where 
(i ,..., p)“-’ + (i ,..., c) = (I ,..., p)“‘. Clearly 06,a is inverse to 13,,, and therefore 
tl,,, is one to one. Hence I Y;‘(a)1 = I Y;‘(b)l. 
(II) Let a, bE Fp with a= b. Choose t EZ such that ta,= b. Define a 
map Qb,o: Y;‘(a)+ Y;‘(b) by SZ,Ja)=r, where t(i ,..., p)” = (i ,..., p)‘- .
Clearly 52,., is inverse to Q,,, and therefore Q2,,, is one to one. Hence 
I Yx(a)l = I Yx(b)l. 
(III) First, we show that in general for any x if TX # S, then p divides 
I T,\S, I : suppose not and let c E TX be an element of order p. Let k be the 
least positive integer such that (x1 ,..., ~~)~l’ = (x1 ,...). Then c = yo, where y, 
o E TX, are disjoint permutations and y is of order k. Therefore k = 1 or p. 
If k=p then x1=x2= ... =x, contradicting the assumption TX # S,. If 
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k = 1 then B E S,_ 1 which again contradicts the fact that 0 has order p. 
Hence the subgroup TX has order prime to p and p divides 1 T,\S, I. Next 
by part (II) we have 
P;YO)I +(P- 1) I ?(4l= ITJS,l =O(moW for ‘all a E F,. 
This simplifies to IY;‘(O)l 3 I!P;‘(a)l(modp) for all ~EF,. 1 
(2.6) PROPOSITION. Let XE 0, with x = Cf?opl)pl ailf where uie o. 
Then 
P(P_1)-l 
NK,,&) = 1 up rk (mod ~0~). 
i=O 
Proof: Gal(K,/Ko)={a’:i=l,...,p} where a(<,)=ti+P. Clearly 
a’(5,) = l: +J’! Let N= NK,,kO, then 
N(x)= fi (uo+u,~f+‘P+uZ~:(l+‘P)+ . . . +up(p_l)_l~~P(P~l)-uu+~P) 
,=I 
= 
c uk,“k2 ‘-‘“k,x 5, 
(1 +p)k,+(l +2p)k>+ ... +(I +p2)k,, 
k ,,.... k,,e(O,I ,..., p(p-1)--l} 
all permutations 
of (k, 3”‘) kp) 
Now ifk,=k*= ... =k,=t then 
cc1 
(I+p)k,+(l+2p)kz+ ... +(l+p*)k _ pr (1+2+ .” +P) 
p-51 to 
all permutations of 
(k, ,..., kJ = 4;’ @” +p)v2 = tJl” = 5;. 
If k;s are not all equal then we distinguish two cases: 
Case 1. C ki f 0 (modp). Then by Lemma (2.5) we have 
Cb (1 +p)k, +(l+Zp)k2+ .‘. + (1 +p*)k,, 
= f,. ... ‘kpC 5$+2k2+ ... +pkp 
5 
= Y;‘(O) 5 ~l+kz+-+k,(l+~O+ . . . +&-I)=0 
where x = (k, ,..., k,) 
and Y, is as in Lemma (2.5). 
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Case 2. C k,. = O(modp). Let C ki =pr, then 
(l+p)kl+(l+Zp)k2+ “. +(l+pz)k 
P-5, 
_ k,+ ... fk k,+ZK2+ ... +pkp 
= y(i) t;(i +co+ - + Q - ’ )(mod PO,) = 0 (mod pOO). I 
(2.7) COROLLARY. Let N = NKliKO and Gal(K,/Q(<,)) = (r). Then for 
the maps in diagram (2.2) we have 
(I) j,=j,oN if(d/p)= +l, 
(II) j, = j, 0 N’ if (d/p) = - 1 where N’ is norm followed by z. 
Proof: Let XEO, with x~Cflp~--I)-~ aili then .i2(x) = 
j,(Cf~Po-l)-l a&,) by definition. Also by proposition (2.6) 
P(P-I)-1 
N(x)= 1 aft& (mod PO,). 
i=O 
The corollary now follows from the fact that for a E 0 we have 
uP=a(modpu) if - = +l 
d”) 
and 
ap E a’(mod PO) if -=-1. 
0 
Proof of Theorem (2.4): We can replace (2.3) by the exact sequence 
1 -jl(O,X )j,(O; )-+ z 6) 
x 
+ D(a) -+ 1. 
0 
But by Corollary (2.7) the map j, factors through j, and hence 
j,(O,)~j,(O,). Therefore the above reduces to the following exact 
sequence: 
3. 
We now obtain some estimates for the cokernel of the map 
j,: W ’ -+ (0/p20) x which occurs in (2.1). In the commutative diagram 
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reduction 
(mod %I gl lg reduction mod p 
the map g: (o/p’o) x -+ (O/PO) x is surjective. Therefore we have 
[(fi--)x:i2w)]=[(f-)x :Phw)1 
[ 
l+po l+po 
x 1+p* 
-:-nj2(BX) 
u l+pu 1 (3.2) 
Next we calculate each factor in this formula. For each integer i prime to p, 
let wi= (Xi- 1)/(X-- l)eA. Choose tgZ such that it E l(modp*), and let 
Q,= (Xi’- l)/(Xi- 1). Then oiQiz l(mod oOQIA). Consider the sequence 
g 
n-+a- o,+” 
PO 
Let Oi denote the image of oi in S?. Then Oi E g x. Under the map g, the 
wi)s map onto the cyclotomic units in O,, which in turn map onto the sub- 
group I;,” of (o/pu) x. Therefore we have 
F; sj,og(B?“)sj,(O,“)~ ” . 
( 1 
x 
PO 
(3.3) 
The index [(O/PO) ’ :j,(O,X )] is in fact the cardinality of D(of,) (see [6]). 
Moreover from (3.2) and theorem (2.9) of [6] we can deduce the following 
result: 
(3.4) THEOREM. (I) For d= -1 we have 
Ap+l) 
1 4 
ifp~3 (mod4) 
:j,og(W”) = 
AP- 1) 
4 
ifp= 1 (mod4) 
where p is a divisor of 4. 
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(II) For d= -3 we have 
P(P+ 1) 
1 6 :j,og(9tX) = P(P-1) 
6 
where p is a divisor of 6. 
(III) For d= -2 or d-c -3 we have 
if =-1 
0 x 
K ) 
:j,og(W”) = 
I/ 
lu(Pf1) 
2 t9 i 
G P(P-1) if 
2 0 i 
= +l, 
where p is a divisor of 2. 
(IV) For d>O and (d/p)= -1, let (a) be the subgroup of (5/p0)~ 
generated by the fundamental unit a of D, and let a = I (a)[. Then 
:j, 0 g(9”) =p+l 1 P where p is a divisor of 2a. 
Now we consider the second factor in (3.2). For i E l(modp), the 
units OiE R” map onto the subgroup (1 +pZ)/(l +p*z) of 
(1 +p0)/(1 +p*o)nj,(a x ). But (1 +pZ)/( 1 +p*Z) is of index p in 
(1 +po)/( 1 +p*u). Hence 
[ 
l+pn l+po 
2. .-nnj,(92) l+po l+p*u 1 = 1 or p. 
4. PRELIMINARIES FROM CLASS FIELD THEORY 
Let H,, denote the Hilbert class field of K,, i.e., the maximal unramitied 
“at all finite and inlinite primes” abelian extension of K,. It is well known 
that the Artin map gives an isomorphism: 
Gal( HO/K,) N cl( KO). (4.1) 
Hence if II/z, then there is no unramified abelian extension of degree 1. 
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(4.2) LEMMA [S, p. 831. Let K be an abelian extension of a number field 
F. Let H be the Hilbert class field of F. If Kn H = F then the norm map 
N K,F: cl(K) -P cl(F) is surjectiue. 
Applying the above lemma to the extention K,JQ(t,) which is always 
ramified shows that the norm map NKoIeCS,,) : cl(&) -+ cl(Q(5,)) is surjective. 
So iffor some d, pkh,, then also p/’ h8C50J and therefore is a regular prime. 
5. THE UNIT GROUP 0; 
In this section we study the unit group 0; for plh, with the aim of 
providing suitable units, which can be used to calculate the cokernel of the 
map 
x 
(reduction mod p), 
which occurs in the exact sequence in Theorem (2.4). 
The following example shows that such fields K, do exist. 
EXAMPLE. p=3, d= -1. So K,=Q(&l, fi) and h,= 1. 
Proof Every ideal class contains an integral ideal a with 
N(a) < Minkowski constant = 1.82. Hence cl(K,) is trivial. 1 
(5.1) LEMMA [5, Satz 1191. Let LTE 0, with ~1s 1 (mod A<“), then 
K,,(alIp) is an unramified extension of K,,. 
(5.2) LEMMA [3]. Let p be a regular prime and <,, a primitive p”+‘th 
root of unity. Then there is no unit u E Q(<,) of the form: 
UC 1 (mod A;““-l) and u 4~ 1 (mod AC”). 
(5.3) LEMMA. Let x E 0, be a real unit such that x = 1 (mod ,I:) and 
x f 1 (mod AA+‘). Then 
(I) Zf k is real, then i is even. 
(II) For k imaginary, if i is even, then x = 1 + rli(mod Ai+ ‘) for some 
r E Z, and tf i is odd, then x z 1 + s ,,@(mod A;+ l) for some s E Z. 
Proof: Write x = 1 + ali(mod Ai+ ‘) with aE O, a prime to p. Let 
denote the complex conjugation. Then 2, = ( - 1) &Jr,. 
(I) Suppose i is odd. Then from x=X we deduce that 1 + <I E A,,, which 
contradicts the assumption p = 2. 
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(II) From x=X we deduce that a- (- l)‘ti(mod A,). It is now easy to 
prove the result from the above congruence. 1 
(5.4) LEMMA. Let p be a regular prime. Then for k imaginary quadratic, 
there is no real unit x in O0 of the form x = 1 (mod A<+‘- ‘) and 
x zk 1 (mod AC”). 
Proof Suppose such a unit x exists. Then by Lemma (5.3) we have 
xzl+r3,r+‘-l (mod A;““) for some r E Z, (r,p) = 1. But then N(x) E 
1 + 2rAf+‘-l(mod A;““) and is a real unit in Q([,). This contradicts 
Lemma (5.2). 1 
(5.5) LEMMA. For p regular and k real quadratic, let x and y be real units 
of 0, of the form- 1 (mod A:“+‘-l ) and + 1 (mod A<“). Then x/y’= 
1 (mod Aff”), for some r EZ. 
Proof Let Gal( K,/Q( 5,)) = (r ), N= %Q&) and x-l+ 
ag”+‘- 1 (mod A;““), for some aE D, a prime to p. Then N(x) - 
1 + (a+ a) Af”-‘(mod AC”) and is a real unit in Q(<,). Lemma (5.2) now 
asserts that a+ti=O(modl,). From this we deduce that 
a E t ,/&mod A,), for some t E Z, (t, p) = 1. Therefore we can assume that 
x=l+tfi”-i(modA$“‘) and y~l+t’~“~‘(mod1~“), for 
some t and t’ E Z, with (p, t) = (p, t’) = 1. Choose r’ E Z such that 
r’t’ = 1 (modp). Then clearly for r = r’t we have x/y’ E 1 (mod A$“+‘). 1 
(5.6) PROPOSITION. Zf p does not divide the class number h, of K,, then 
(I) For k real quadratic, there exist families of real units Ui and Vj in 
O,, generating a subgroup of index prime to p in (0: ) x and such that 
U, E 1 + a,lZi (mod AZ), VI = 1 + bIAg (mod Ai), 
U2 = 1 + a,&j (mod AZ), V, = 1 + b,J.i (mod AZ), 
U(p-2)/2= 1 +aC,-,j,,il{-3 V (p-3)/2= 1 +b(p-3)/z At-' 
U2=l+a2A.i (mod1P,-2), (mod AgP3), 
V (p-l)/2- 1 +b(p-l),2G-1 (mod43 
where ai, bjE D are not divisible by p, and for each ie {l,..., (p - 3)/2 the set 
{a,, bj} form a basis for the vector space ofpu over F,. 
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(II) For k imaginary quadratic, there exist families of real units Ui and 
V, in O,, generating a subgroup of index prime to p in (0: ) x and of the 
f orm 
U, E 1 + Ai (mod AZ), V, = 1 + &A, (mod Ai), 
U2 = 1 + 1: (mod AZ), V, = 1 + $2: (mod Ai), 
U(p-3,,2 =1 +A$-3 (mod A$-*) VCp-3,,2 = 1 + ,,/?AgP4 (mod AgP3), 
V (P- I)/2 1 +&A{-, (mod A{-l). 
Proof By Dirichlet’s unit theorem we have (0: ) x N f Zp-*. Let 
{X; ,..., XL-*} be a fundamental system of units for K,+ , and write 
1 
(x)p-l if - = +l 
Xi= 0 
(x)“‘-’ if - = -1. 0 
Then each Xi is of the form Xi = 1 + a&(mod A$ + I), and they generate a 
subgroup X of index prime to p in (0: ) x. We arrange Xi’s so that 
e,<e,< ... <e,_,. Then ePP 2 <p - 1. For, if not then by Lemma (5.1), 
KdP A/z) 
e 
is an unramified extension of K,. But p 1 h, and hence 
Ko(’ X, _ 2) = KO. Therefore X, _ 2 = yp for some y E 0; . Let N = N,,+ 
and Z= N( y). Then qP2 = Zp which contradicts the independence of the 
Xis. Hence e,<e,< ... <e,-*<p-l. 
(I) For k real quadratic, we first show that one can replace X;s with a 
new set of real units, still called Xi’s and such that we cannot have 
e,=ei+l =ei+* for any iE { l,..., p-4}, and if ei= ei+ ,, then ai and ai+ 1 
are linearly independent as elements of the F, vector space o/p,. Suppose 
e, =e, with a, and a2 linearly dependent. Choose t E z such ,,that 
ta, + a2 E O(modpo). Let X;l =X:X,. Then X;l= 1 + a;@ (mod @“), 
with e; > e,. Replacing X2 with X;l we obtain a new set of units still 
denoted by Xi’s, and the same subgroup X, and such that e, < e2. Now 
suppose e, = e, = e3, with a, and a2 linearly independent. Since 
dim,P(o/po)=2, we have t,a,+t,a,- -a,(modpo) for some t, and 
t,cZ. Let XT = X;lX;ZX Then X;l= 1 + a; AZ (mod 12 + ‘) with 
e, = e2 <e;. Replacing X3 width Xi, again we obtain a new set of real units, 
still denoted by Xi’s, generating the same subgroup X and such that 
e, = e2 <e,. Furthermore eis are all even by Lemma (5.3). Next we observe 
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that at most one of the efs can be equal to p - 1. Suppose 
e,-3=eP-2=p-1. Th en by Lemma (5.5) we have 
x 
F E 1 (mod 1;) for some ZEZ. 
P-3 
Lemma (5.1) now asserts that K,Jp KdXiP 3) is an unramified exten- 
sion of K,, which in view of the fact that p 1 h,, must be trivial. Hence 
f X,_,JX,-,=y P for some yE0,“. Let N be the norm from K, to KO+ . Then 
N(y)” = (X, _ ,/Xi _ 3)2 E X. But X is of index prime to p in (0: ) x, and so 
N(y) E X. Now the relation N(y)” = qP2X,-‘\ contradicts the indepen- 
dence of the Xis. Finally the fact that efs are all even, no three consecutive 
can be equal, at most one can be equal to p- 1 and 
2<e,<e2< * . * < ep ~ 2 < p - 1, forces the following values on the ei’s. 
e,=e,=2, e,=e,=4 ,*.., e,-,=e,-,=p-3, epP,=p- 1. 
Moreover each of the following pair of elements: 
(a,, a2), (a39 aA.-, (Up-h a,-31 
are linearly independent as elements of the vector space o/p, over Fp. 
(II) For k imaginary quadratic, we first show that X;s can be replaced 
by another set of real units, generating the same subgroup X and such that 
e, < e, < . . . < ep- 2. Suppose two consecutive eis are equal, say e, = e2. 
We distinguish two cases according to whether e, = e2 is even or odd. 
Case 1. e, = e2 is even. Lemma (5.3) then asserts that a, and u2 are 
rational integers. Choose t E Z such that tu, + u2 E 0 (modp). Replacing X2 
with XT = Xi X2 we obtain a new set of real units, generating the same sub- 
group X and such that e, < e2. 
Case 2. e, = e, is odd. Then by Lemma (5.3), a, = si 3, i = 1,2, with 
si E Z. Choose t E Z such that ts, + s2 = O(mod p). Again replacing X2 with 
Xi = Xi X2, the new set of units still generate the same subgroup X and is 
such that e, < e,. Repeating this argument if necessary we finally arrive at a 
set of real units X, , X2,..., XpP i g enerating the same subgroup of index 
prime to p in (0: ) and such that 1 d e, < e, < . . . < ep _ 2. Also by Lemma 
(5.4) we have epm2 <p - 1. These restrictions on the e;s now force the 
following values on then 
e, = 1, e2 = 2,..., e,_,=p-2. 
Lemma (5.3) then asserts that they are of the form stated in the 
proposition. 1 
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(5.7) THEOREM. Zf (p, AK,,) = 1, then the sequence 
x 
+M+l 
is exact, where 
if k is real, 
ifk is imaginary. 
Proof: We have the following direct product decompositions: 
where 9: and Yz are projections in the first and second components. The 
map P20jl is reduction mod IzoO and in [6] we have shown that coker 
gzojl -D(&,). The group (1 + LoOo/l +pOo) is the direct product of 
2( p - 2) copies of C,, generated by the elements: 
1 +ng (mod 125’ l)
1 + w,?.; (mod &+ ’ ) for iE { 1, 2 ,..., p - 2}, 
where { 1, w} is a Z-basis for O. The field K, lies in the cyclotomic field 
Q(c4p,d,). Hence we have 
But (lo) is of index prime to p in ( [4p,d, ) and [ 0; : p(K,)( 0: ) x ] = 1 or 
2. Therefore (to) X is of index prime to p in 0;) and 
PI 0 jI (0; ) = 40 j, ( (co) X). The units in X generate p - 3 copies of C’, if k 
is real and p - 2 copies of C, if k is imaginary. Also to = 1 + ,I, generate 
one copy of C,. Hence 
Coker Sp, 0 j, 1: 
i 
Ci-2 if k is real quadratic 
cp~ 3 
P 
if k is imaginary quadratic, 
and the theorem now follows. 1 
(5.8) COROLLARY. Zf (p, hKO) = 1, then D(B) NM. 
ProoJ: By Theorem (2.3), D(9) ‘v coker j,. [ 
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(5.9) THEOREM. For (p, hKO) = 1, we have 
lmQrI)I = 
p”-* 1 D(o~,)/ x Icokerj, 1 
6- 
if k is real quadratic 
-’ ID(oTo)l x Icokerj, I ifk is imaginary quadratic. 
Proof: From the exact sequence (1.7) we have 
ID(or,)) = ID( x Icokerj, I. 
Corollary (5.8) now completes the proof. 1 
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